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Company: Talentor Romania

Location: Romania

Category: computer-and-mathematical

About the Opportunity  

The Cloud Engineer will take a key role in the design and administration of cloud

infrastructure and applications in Azure. He/she will be responsible for the management and

publication of applications as well as research and deployment of new cloud technologies and

infrastructure to assist our growing application environment as well as provide guidance and

expertise on DevOps methods along with refining and automating regular processes. This is an

opportunity to join a dynamic team and help architect robust environment for our ever

growing solution portfolio. We are always looking for new ways to automate our infrastructure-

related processes and utilize the latest and most efficient cloud and on-prem tools. As a

liaison between the IT and Software Development teams, you will get to coordinate efforts

across the technology group and help us progress towards our big-picture goals.

Responsibilities will include: 

●Administer cloud infrastructure to support multi-application software solution hosting

● Research and implement security, storage and replication processes and tools

● Coordinate software publishing infrastructure and artefact management to cloud

● Facilitate connectivity and support in a DevOps capacity

Required qualifications: 

● Strong experience with Containerization (e.g. Docker, Kubernetes).

● Strong experience with various Azure resources, services and tools (clustering, user mgmt,
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storage, security, password vaulting(keyvault) and networking).

● Strong experience with Kubernetes Package Managers (e.g. Helm, Terraform).

● Strong experience with Azure Devops Management (pipelines, approvals, publishes,

project config, user management, permissions, artifact storage).

● Experience with SQL.

● Experience administering web services.

● Experience with administrating Windows servers in a cloud environment.

● An understanding of core network protocols and services (TCP/IP, HTTP/HTTPS,

REST/SOAP, FTPS/SFTP, DNS, SSL, firewalls, load balancers).

● Experience building/configuring dashboards and/or monitoring for Azure services and

clusters.

● Experience with Continuous Integration/build deployment automation tools (e.g. TeamCity,

Octopus)

● Experience with database management tools (e.g Redgate).

Sound like you? You’ll be a serious contender if:  

● You are adaptable. You can be flexible and enjoy working in a team environment. Expect

a fast pace, energy, and the occasional flying ping pong ball.

● You want to make an impact. We are a rapidly growing business, and you will have the

opportunity to make a significant impact on our clients, our culture, and our future.

Apply Now
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